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The meet in~ 11ras called to order at 10.35 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEM 70: UNITED NATIOI'TS CONFERENCE ON SCIENCE Al\TD TECHNOLOGY FOR 
D"CV:CLOPI1ENT (continued) (A/C. 2/34/L. 79) 

l. J~r. NANJIRA (Kenya) said that if developing countries were to succeed in 
ending their technological dependence by the year 2000J they would have to change 
their social policies, seriously plan th•ir development and demonstrate great 

political will at the national and regional levels: they would., moreover, have to 
be in a position to satisfy the prerequisites for positive social utilization of 
science and technology, namely, the financing of the relevant institutions, the 

integration of science and technology within teaching systems and extension 
services, and the establishment of effective co-operation at all levels, taking due 

account of the specific social and cultural characteristics of each country. 

2. Proceeding from those principles, his Government had been satisfied with the 
United Nations Conference on Science and Technology for Development, which, in its 

views had paved the 1my for givine; practical effect to them, although it was 
regrettable that the final results, which were generally favourable, were 
disappointing with regard to some points which were critically important for 

developing countries. It was unfortunate, for example, that no agreement had been 
reached on the question of transfer of technology) which determined the 

development of the technological capacities of developing countries, and 
consequently, their economic progress and industrialization, or on the question 

of the code of conduct for technolofY transfer, owing to lack of positive political 
1-rill on the part of developed countries; it was the duty of those countries not 
to impede the dissemination of science and technology and to show real vrillingness 

to co-operate 1-rith a view to enabling the developing countries to achieve a 
25 per cent share of the world production of manufactures by the year 2000. 

3. His Government had supported the proposals of the Group of 77, which were 

reproduced in the report of the Conference, and believed that the Intergovernmental 

Com.mittee envisaged in the Programme of Action should have the status of a General 

Assembly committee and should deal with all questions on which no final agreement 
had been reached at the Vienna Conference ·- institutional and financial 
arrane;ements, the transfer of technology, the creation of a scientific and 
technological information system and the role of transnational corporations. 
Furthermore, the new Committee, in collaboration 1-rith the Advisory Committee on 

the Application of Science and Technology to Development, should set up a new 
advisory group to replace the latter body and should be empowered to establish 

specialized working groups, as required. 

4. With regard to the other institutional arrangements referred to in the 
Proe;ramme of Action, he stressed the importance of the role of the Director-General 

for Development and International Economic Co-operation in co--ordinating the 
scientific and technological activities of the United Nations. A separate high-

. level organizational entity should be set up which would be respohsihle .. to th~ 
·-D:i.recfor.:.General and whose staff would be recruited strictly in accordance with 
·the principles of equitable geoe;raphical distribution. In carrying out its 

I ... 
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mandate> that entity would avoid any overlapping uith the activities of other 

bodies of the United Nations system and take account of the needs of developing 

countries: its functions 1vould be to assist developins countries in the 

institutionalization of science and technology, and to provioe the~ with material 

and financial resources to facilitate their research awl development vorlL 

5. Hith res;ard to the financial arrangements adopted at Vienna, he regretted the 

inadequacy of the ])roposed financial endowment of the Interim Fund and ex])ressed 

the hope that the Intergovernmental Com_rnittee could remedy that situation. He 

thanked the Administrator of UITDP for the preliminary prospectus on the 

functioning of the Interim Fund. 'The resources of the Fund C()uld aid developing 

countries only if they -vrere spent on projects that were in line 1-rith their 

national priorities_ and the allocation of those resources by UTTDP s}}ould be 

governed by p-uidelines laid dmm by the General Assembly and the Intergovernmental 

Committee vith their use being monitored by the resident co~ordinators in the 

field. To that end, the Interr>;overnmental Committee should decide at its first 

session on methods of project approval and personnel management, anc1. should 

consider transforming the Interim Fund into a permanent fund. In vie1v of the 

pressing need to make those arrangements, he urged the Secretar~~-General to convene 

the pledging conference provided for in the Vienna Pror;ramme of Action as early 

as possible. 

6. His Government supported the draft resolution of the Group of 77. He 

ree;retted that delays in the vork of the Committee had prevented Kenyan exnerts 

from participatinr: in the debate on a,q;enda item 70. In conclusion, he ure;ed the 

General Assembly to approve the measures adopted in Vienns. in view of the great 

importance of the role of science and technoloe:Y in the establishment of the nev 

international economic order. 

7. Hr. Mure:escu (Romania) took the Chair. 

0 o. T]r. 

Jl1ations Conference on Science and Technolofy for Development had clearly 

demonstrated that the fundamental problems of developing countries could not be 

solved until international scientific and technolor:ical relations vere 

restructured on a truly democratic basis, The Programme of Action stressed the 

need to create in developinr: countries a public sector vhich 1-rould plan and 

implement a national policy for science and technolop:y. i'1.s had been stated at the 

Sixth Conference of Heads of State or Government of T'Ton-·Alirrned Countries, held in 

Havana in September 1979c Governments should serve as a catalyst in the 

implementation of the scientific and technological pros;rarmnes included in national 

development plans> and in the profound economic and social structural changes 

uhich vrould have to be mao_e in order to briw": well--balanced scientific and 

technological nroccrammes into beinr;. International scientific and technolop:ical 

co--operation should be restructured first. As his country had maintained 

throughout the Conference_ such co-operation should be consistent uith the 

objectives of socio-economic progress of develo-pinc; countries and should be of a 

kind that strengthened their scientific and technological capacities. The Soviet 

Union, both under bilateral agreements and >,-ri thin the United ~rations, vras already 
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assisting developing countries in various ways to make better use of science and 
technology by providine; them -vrith seminars, courses, in·-service trainine; or 
programmes for the exchane;e of kn01v-~hovr. 

9. 'Ihe trans fer of technolop:y should take account of the interests of all 
developing countries and should not make them dependent on other countries. It 
should be borne in mind in that connexion that the activities of transnational 
corporations were still a serious obstacle to the scientific and technolo~ical 
progress of developing countries and would have to be controlled by completing the 
1wrl\: on the international code of conduct as speedily as possible. Moreover, as 
the socialist and developing countries had stated in the Programne of Action" 
none of those questions could be tackled without first solving the problem of 
disarmament and thereby taking effective measures to release substantial resources 
lvhich could be used to accelerate the development process worlCl:·>-ride. A very 
useful step in that direction would be to implement resolution 3093 (XXVIII), on 
the reduction of the military budgets of States permanent members of the Security 
Council by 10 per cent, adopted by the General Assembly on the initiative of the 
Soviet Union; his country had also recently proposed that States -vrhich possessed 
great economic and military potential 9 including those Hhich were permanent 
members of the Security Council, should agree to reduce their military budget 
not by a percentage, but by an absolute figure, and such an agreement could cover 
a period of three years starting from the budget of the next financial year 
(A/S .. lO/AC.l/4). Ten per cent of the resources so released would enable 
assistance to developing countries to be increased substantially. 

10. In order to strengthen international co.,operation in science and technology, 
the United nations system should draw up a single policy consistent with the 
provisions of the Charter. It had to be admitted that the ore;anizational measures 
envisaged in the Programme of Action boiled down to establishing an 
Intergovernmental Conmittee on Science and Technology for Development. 
Ore;anizational issues should be dealt with strictly in accordance 1-Ti th the United 
Nations Charter and with due regard for the role of the Economic and Social 
Council" 1-Thich had over-all responsibility for the United 11Jations system 1 s 
economic activities" includine; those relating to science and technology. There 
was room for improvement in the efficiency of the Secretariat, and the 
organization of Secretariat units to co-ordinate the science and technology 
activilies of the United Nations system should not entail any additional 
expenditure or increases in personnel: existing resources should be fully 
utilized. On the machinery for financing the science and technology activities 
of the United Nations the principle of voluntary funding should be scrupulously 
adhered to. 

11. After reading the report on matters requlrlng consideration by the General 
Assembly at its thirty·- fourth session (A/34/587), his delegation approved of the 
establishment of an independent advisory body havin£2: a permanent core of 
distinguished experts and of an intergovernmental group of experts to devise a 
system of fin an cine; for science and technology for development, and was "lvilling to 
participate in the latter v s 1wrk. His delegation interpreted the measures 
outlined in paragraph 16 of the addendum to the report" on the organizational 
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implications of Secretariat support 0 as requirinp; the establishment of three 
separate Secretariat units· a secretariat for the Inter,r>;overnmental Committee on 
Science and Technology for Development, for vlhich some posts -vrould be obtained 
through a redeployment of resources available to the Office for Science and 
Teclmoloc:y. a second separate unit for uhich eir:ht neu posts uould be requested, 
including one at the level of Under~Secretary-General or Assistant Secretary~· 
General for the head of the unit, who \vauld assist the Director General for 
Development and International Economic Co -operation in his role of co.,ordinator, 
and finally, a new secretariat to manage the Interim Fund, the administrative and 
personnel expenditures of -vrhich Hould be charged to the ree;1Jlar budp;et, and 
for -vrhich six new posts 1>1ere requested ( A/34/587 ~ para. 90). He did not consider 
that those measures constituted rational use of existing resources. vThat 1-ms 
needed Has a sine;le secretariat built around the nucleus of the existing Office 
for Science and Technology, ivhich -vroulcl be expanded, if need be, by a small number 
of neH posts. 'I'here Has absolutely no justification for the creation of the new 
hic;h··level post he had referred to~ parac;raph 101 of the Proe;ramme of Action 
provided that the Director·~General for Development and International Economic 
Co ·oneration should be entrusted uith the co~ordination of the contributions of 
the orc;ans, orc;anizations and bodies of the United Nations. His delegation could 
likeHise not endorse the proposal to make available to the Administrator of mTDP 
resources frm'Yl the ree;ular bud[jet of the United TITations (A/34/507" para. 90). 
w~DP;s existing staff would run the Interim Fund, and there was no point in 
establishinp; new administrative machinery until the Fund became fully operational, 
in other words, until it had received sufficient voluntary contributions to 
finance its mm expenditure. In conclusion, he said that his delegation endorsed 
the Conference 1 s report, vas Hilling to assist in the implementation of the 
Programme of Action 1 s proe;ressive provisions and trusted that outstandin:o; issues 
IWUld soon be settled. 

/ 

12. 11r. F~RNArTDEZ VILLAVERDE (Spain) said that his Government had been favourably 
impressed by the United Nations Conference on Science and Technoloezy for 
Development. Nevertheless, he thou{';ht that it -vras too early to make a realistic 
evaluation of it, since the General Assembly had taken no decision on practical 
measures to follow up the Vienna Prograwne of Action. For the moment, what the 
Assembly had to do -vras to settle the institutional and other outstanding issues. 
That ~Vas all the more necessary since the Portuguese and Spanish delegations had 
been concerned, ever since the preparatory phase of the Conference, about the 
rigidity of the Programme of Action. The Programme had adopted the classification 
of countries currently in use i·rithin the United Nations system" which \>las larr,ely 
based on economic indices and ignored the specific nature of the relationship 
behreen science and technology and levels of development 0 Some countries, such as 
Spain, exemplified how economic development could exist side by side with 
scientific and technological baclnrardness 0 

130 It was in the li~ht of such considerations that Portugal and Spain had 
submitted a specific proposal at Vienna drmrinr; attention to such differences in 
countries 1 levels of scientific and technological development. As the proposal had 
not been adopted by consensus within Group A, it had been ap;reed that it would be 
included in the list of unresolved problems in the report of the Conference. 'That 
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hc=td not been done, ane_ his de! legation trusted that it soon would be, Nevertheless, 
the proposal by Portugal and Spain should not be vie1-red as an attack on the United 
Nations classification of countries J vrhich was entirely suitable for the dialor;ue 

on establishing the ne1-r international economic order, 

ll.r, Mr, GADEL HAK (Egypt) said that the Vienna Conference had reached a number of 
important conclus:(ons, He regretted, however" that many problems of fundamental 

importance referred to in the Group of 77's draft resolution had run into 

opposition from some developed countries. Those countries had expressed 
reservations on part III of the report, and on the administrative and financial 
arrangements in particular, and their reservations were indicative of their 
negative attitude, inasmuch as the texts in question were clear and were not open 

to differing interpretations. He trusted that the developed countries would show 
more understandine; in future_ and urged the General Assembly to implement as soon 

as possible the recommendations contained in the Vienna Programme of Action by 
e;rantin.:3 the new organs the resources to comply with their mandate, while taking 

care not to make the existing arrangements of the Interim Fund a permanent 
feature. 

15. Miss B~1311'LG_'I'ON (Ireland)" snealdng on behalf of the States members of the 
European Economic Co~~unity 0 said that the Vienna Conference and the Programme of 

Action had led to a much greater appreciation of the importance and complexity of 
the rels.tionship between the science and technology capability -vrhich any society 

might have at its disposal and the over~all level of its economic and social 
development, The examination in depth, before and during the Conference, of such 

crucial factors as the strengthening of the indigenous capacity of the 
developing coru1tries in the field of science and technology, the transfer" 

acquisition and assessreent of technoloQ:y, the development of the human resources 
of developing countries and the establishment of an information net1-rork involving 

both developed and developing countries had resulted in a 1vide··ranging agreement 

on the comprehensive and action---oriented programme which now required 
implementation. From the point of view of the United Nations, the real importance 

of that programme lay not .just in the agreement reached at Vienna, but in the 
conclusions concerning the institutional and financial arrangements for dealing 
with questions of science and technology -vrithin the United Nations framework. The 
Vienna Programme, for example, provided for the setting up of an Intergovernmental 

Cornmi ttee on Science and Technology for Development, whose essential role would 
be to define the main priorities and orientations in its field of competence" while 

leaving to the Governine; Council of UJ\TDP the administration of the Interim. Fund. 
The countries of the European Community believed that UNDPvs expertise made it 

most appropriate for it to administer the Fund, and they found the financial 
prospectus prepared by illTDP in consultation ,,rith the Director--General for 
Development and International Economic Co~-operation generally satisfactory. 

16. In so far as the organization of the secretariat services was concerned, the 

conclusions of the Vienna Conference tallied with the views of the European 
Economic Community, uhich had consistently underlined the co--ordinating role of 

the Director--General as set out in General Assembly resolutions 32/197 and 33/202 
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on thcc: restructurinp; of the economic and social sectors of the United rJations 

systerL In that conne::~ion _, measures -vmulc' have to be considered and adopted for 

strenr::;thening the responsibilities of the Departrnent of International Economic and 

Social Affairs to permit it to assist the Director-General in his co"-ordinatinr; 

role, 'I'he :Suropean Community had therefore had reservations about certain parts 

of the report of the Secretary"'General issued as document A/34/587 and Add, 1, 

such as the proposal to create a new· and distinct secretccriat for the 

Interc:overnmental Committee; uhich had not been envisar:;ed in the Vienna 

Declaration·" indeed? the countries of the Comrr,uni ty doubted whether that nroposal 

did not go against the terms of the restructurinr; resolutions. 

rr o In the vie1-1 of the States members of the Corrmmni ty the Vienna. agreement 

represented a si::;nificant step fon-Tard in the r:lobal ~'Torth -South dialor;ue · 

hovever, they 1-1ere disappointed that ar;reement had not been reached on all the 

points under discussion oHinc; to the difficulty of the subjects" lack of time or 

differences of approach, The outstandinr: issues \Wuld have to be considered 

further by the General Assembly, the Interc;overnmental Corrrmittee or other bodies 

of the United Nations system. Another source of disappointment to the States 

members of the Community vas tha.t there had not been time to consider some of their 

proposals J -vrhich 1-1ere referred to in paragraph 128 of the report on the Conference 0 

They looh:erl_ fonmrd to their receivinr; early consideration in the Intergovernmental 

Committee. and they hoped that the same spirit of co---operation and constructive 

compromise -vrhich had been sh01m in Vienna Hould again be a feature of the current 

and future -vrork on the implementation of the Programme of Action. 

lB. IvJr. lJISAIF (Iraq) said that his Government refused to consider the question 

of science and technolosr for development in the traditional context of the 

relations of economic dependence that existed between countries: rather than 

ta.king the industrial monopolies; point of viev. it believed that the question ~-ras 

an inter;ral part of the new international economic order souc;ht by the third 

1rorld countries, Scientific and technolon-ical co--operation 1ms therefore a crucial 

issue and could not be the subject of barc;aining of an'r kincl, Assistance to 

enable the developin_::o; countr,ies to increa.se their productive capacity and develop 

their expertise must be seen as contributinr; to the well-beins of mankind and the 

nrosperity of the international conmunity. Iraq's conception of scientific and 

technological co-operation had three basic premises, First, the developinc; 

countries had a duty to prepare themselves to assimilate neu technology by 

creatins; scientific institutions. a scientific climate and a scientific attitude 

conducive to the best possible utilization of neH technolor;ies. The technologies 

must also be adapted to the national objectives and political and economic 

situation of each country· uhat mattered -vras not so much the volume or amount of 

the aid furnished as the extent to which the technolor~ies offerer'\. coulC:_ be adapted 

to national conditions so as to be a real factor in acceleratin~ the economic 

and social progress of each country by strengtheninn; its c-;.evelopment process, 

Lastly, because of the iaportance of industrialization, vrhich provided the greatest 

scope for applyint=; modern technolOf'Y and Has the priae concern in the development 

strategies of third-vorld countries, that particular problem had to be approached 

boldly and dynamically rather than on the basis of sterile a.cademic concepts, 
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19, Given its conception of science and technology for development, his 
delegation did not think that the Vienna Conference had manared to meet the 
aspirations of the third world countries~ who had expected it to produce practical 
measures for applying scientific and technological advances to the development 
process and for findint; solutions to the problems that concerned them, It 1vas 
true that the Conference had achieved some results with rep,ard to institutional 
and financial matters) but even there more co~operation on the part of the 
industrialized countries coulo reasonably have been expected, particularly where 
long-term financin8 and pledges to the Interim Fund were concerned. The 
developing countries were primarily interested in obtaining technology adapted to 
their local needs, on satisfactory terms, at satisfactory prices and on a just 
and acceptable basis. That 1vas vhy Iraq attached overriding importance to the 
success of the negotiations on a code of conduct on the transfer of technology: 
in its view 9 that future legal instrument would be binding on the international 
community as a -vrhole. Any other interpretation could only reinforce the 
status quo and lead to neglect of an important aspect of the new international 
economic order. Iraq was also sensitive to the brain-drain: problem, and there 
1vere provisions in its legislation to encourage Iraqi and Arab specialists to 
return to their own countries. In that regard, Iraq -.;vould like to co-operate w·i th 
the other countries of the Arab world in establishing an Arab centre on reverse 
transfer of technology. He called on the representatives of the industrialized 
countries to shmr the flexibility that was needed in order to settle the 
outstandinc; issues in the field of science and technoloczy for development, 

20. Mr. BALASUBRAMANIAJ'1 (Sri Lanka) said that he looked upon the Vienna 
Conference as a major landmark in the process of redressing the existing 
imbalance behreen the scientific and technological capacities of the developing 
and the developed nations. He recalled that science and technology were not only 
the l;:ey to development" but had also been the key to Hestern domination of the 
vrorld in the colonial era, His delegation was pleased to note that the Vienna 
Conference had recommended the establishment of a financing system which would 
fund the implementation of the measures outlined in the Programme of Action, and 
it urged all countries to do everything possible to achieve the minimum target of 
;!l250 million for the Interim Fund. 

2L Sri Lanka wished to draw attention to a serious problem facing many 
developing countries, namely, the brain drain or the reverse transfer of 
technology, His delegation noted with satisfaction that the Programme of Action 
called for measures to curb the brain drain and to encourage the retention of 
scientific and technological talent within the developing countries. It 
suggested that the Intergovernmental Committee should keep that problem under 
review and take steps to compensate the developing countries for the loss they 
suffered as a result of the emigration of their skilled manpower. All efforts to 
train a cadre of scientists and technologists in developin~:; countries would end 
in failure unless action 1·ras taken to prevent the flow of that talent to the 
developed countries. By vay of example, he might inform the Committee that in 
six years Sri Lanka had lost to a single developed country 1,000 skilled 
professionals, -vrhose training had represented an investment of approximately 
:;aoo million. His delegation velcomed the proposals in the Programme of Action 

I .. , 
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rezardin~ the establishment of scientific and technological information systems 
at the subregional, regional and international levels_ that 1vould go a lone: way 
tmmrds giving the developing countries easy access to adequate scientific and 
technological information and remedyin!"; the narrow and fragmentary character and 
hie;h cost of the present information exchane;e syster>L Lastly, his delegation was 
in broad agreement w·ith the proposals of the Secretary--General regarding the 
organizational implications of secretariat support~ in its view, any future 
secretariat should be headed by an Under~Secretary-General if it i-ras to have the 
necessary authority to execute the heavy responsibilities entrusted to it in the 
Proe;ramme of Action. 

22. r1r. LEIKVANG (Nor>ray), speaking on behalf of the Nordic countries, said that 
a more equitable redistribution of scientific and technical resources vas 
extremely difficult, because the mastery of science and technology 1vas an immense 
source of power and 1vas combined -vrith economic and legal rights and obligations 
vrhich -vrere strongly inrrained in the existints structure of international 
relations. It was no wonder that the Vienna Prosramme of Action recommended a 
reappraisal of the procedures for the implementation of decisions of internat.lor,al 
conferences on science and technology· usually, as in the case of the 1963 
Conference on the Application of Science and TechnoloEY for the Benefit of the 
Less Developed Areas, little attention 1vas paid to such decisions. T'he ~Tordic 

countries therefore wished to stress that the agreement reached at Vienna should 
be respected, confirmed and translated into action: other1-rise, the prestie;e of 
the United nations vTould suffer. 

23. Hith regard to the proposals on -vrhich no ar:reement had been reached in Vienna~ 
mostly concerninG the Code of Conduct on the Transfer of TechnoloGY, the Nordic 
countries considered that the paragraphs in question should be dealt -vrith by the 
existing competent nesotiating bodies, in order to avoid unnecessary duplication. 
Hm-rever, the report of the Conference showed that the amount of disagreement 
varied from case to case and that ar;reement had almost been reached on certain 
issues. It should therefore be possible, novr that Governments had had time to 
reflect on the outcome of the Vienna neGotiations, to agree on the texts proposed 
by the Chairman of the First Committee on some of the unsettled issues, which 
were to be found in annex II to the Vienna Prograw~e of Action. On the other 
hand~ there would be no point in placing on the Intergovernmental Committee the 
burden of startine: its 1-rork uith the much more controversial issues concerning 
uhich expectations had been very low at the outset. The Intergovernmental 
Conrrnittee should be allm-red to start its important 1vorl>:: by concentrating on the 
crucial issues connected with the over-~all policy for science and technology 
'lrithin the United Nations system and the elaboration of lone; -term arrangements 
and general twidelines for the financing system. 

24. The Conference had none the less succeeded in formulating several concrete 
proposals, addressed to both the developing and the developed countries, for 
strengthening the scientific and technological capacity of developing countries. 
The recommendations addressed to the General Assembly in section III of the 
Proc;ramme of Action concerning_ inter alia, the establishment of an 
Intergovernmental Committee on Science and Technolor;y for Development, an 
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interc;overnmental group of experts on questions of financing and an interim fund 

to be administered by UHDP during the biennium 1980·-1931 ancl the development of 

a c;lobal referral system on scientific and technolo~ical information might, if 

they Here really implemented and adhered to, mark a turning-point in the United 

Eations system's work for a more equitable distribution of scientific and 

technoloc;ical resources among nations, It 1vould, how·ever, be necessary to 

strenc;then the Secretariat" bearing in m"ind General Assembly resolution 32/197, 

in ·orcter for the Director··General for Development and International Ti:conomic 

Co -operation to perform his role in that field, 

25, The l'Tordic countries felt that the operation of the Interim Fund should 

faithfully reflect the ac;reements reached in Vienna and that its resources should 

be used to build up the endo12:enous scientific and technological capacity of 

developing com1tries, Priority should be given to meetinc; the scientific and 

techno~ogical needs of the least developed countries, and the needs of those 

countries shoulc.1 -vreigh more heavily than purely geoc;raphical considerations, 

Lastly, the delec;ations of the nordic countries attached great imiJortance to the 

follou -up of all parts of the Proc;ramme of Action: they vroulo emiJhasize the 

responsibilities in that regard of the agencies and ore;anizations of the United 

nations system, including the rec;ional commissions, 

25, ~·Ir, JAl'1TOHQ (Indonesia) said that the United nations Conference on Science 

and TechnoloGY for Development had played a very important role because it had 

brought about a useful exchanc;e of views and had resulted in the adoption of a 

Proe;ramme of Action, the major themes of Hhich were the strengthenine; of the 

scientific and technological capacities of developing countries and restructuring 

of the existinp: pattern of international scientific and technolor:ical relations, 

In vieu of its content, the Prograrn.me of Action should be fully endorsed by the 

General Assembly, However 9 much remained to be done._ and it was regrettable to 

note that some proposals put fonvard by the developinp: countries were not 

reflected in the Prograrn.me of Action. In view of the serious imbalances in 

international technological and scientific relations o uhich -vrere prejudicial to 

the interests of the developing countries, the international community must take 

action to restructure those relations so as to encourage a build~up of scientific 

and teclmolo."':ical capabilities in developing countries o improve scientific and 

technoloc;ical information net-vwrks and give developing countries readier access to 

all the technologies they needed and to the results of research and development 

activities undertaken in developed countries. Unfortunately 9 the question of the 

transfer of technology and the large role played by the transnational 

corporations in that matter, Hhich had undoubtedly been one of the most important 

issues clealt 1vi th by the Conference, remained unsettled. 

27. It >ras to be hoped that the Intergovernmental Committee on Science and 

Technolop:y for Development >·rould be able to settle the outstanding issues. The 

CoJ'nnittee 9 the establishment of uhich his delegation supported, -vrould have to 

ensure the implementation of the Progra:rnr1e of Action and the participation of all 

countries on an equal basis. Some institutional and financial questions remained. 

The Proc;ramme of Action was quite clear -vri th regard to secretariat support 

(see para. 103), although there might be diverse interpretations. In the vie1.;r of 
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his delegation" it was essential to have a separate secretariat unit capable of 

coc~ordinating a whole rane;e of scientific and technoloc:ical activities. It should 

be headed by a high .. level official and be directly responsible to the Director·

General for Development and International Economic Co·-operation. The financial 

arrangements made so far seemed satisfactory to his delegation" which hoped that 

the Interim Fund would be set up l·rithout delay and that the Pledging Conference 

could take place before the end of 1979. His delegation also considered it 

desirable to establish an intergovernmental group of experts to study a 

financing system for science and technology for development, provided that its 

composition reflected the principle of equitable geographical distribution. 

The. me_e_ting rose at 12.35 "P...:B!.· 




